We Give Thee Thanks...

Thanksgiving is one of the four holy days of prayer. The other four are observance, repentation, and petition.

Throughout the Church we read the psalm: "Jesus gave thanks..." Christians are accustomed to give thanks for all the good things of this world and for the eternal promises God grants their souls.

A Thanksgiving—James 1: Count of Ways Grace thanks his son, John, 4, to invite Grace before and after meals to give thanks to God for the blessings of every day.

Haitian Governmental Bishop and Three Priests

BENDOBO, Haiti—Haitian government Bishop Jean Baptiste Eyraud and three priests from the parishes of two towns have been captured by a French military force that has been raiding the area for several days.

VALENTIN CITY—The archdiocese of Saint-Mary has assigned a new bishop to the see of St. Vincent in Haiti. The new bishop is Monsignor Jean Baptiste Eyraud, who has been the vicar general of the diocese of St. Louis, Missouri.

The archbishop of St. Louis, Missouri, has been in power since 1875, and the Vatican has not named a successor.

The Dominican Republic, which was founded in 1849, is the only Catholic country in the Western Hemisphere.

The priests were arrested by a French military force that has been raiding the area for several days.

The proposal would be voted on by the members of the council to Establish a new diocese in Haiti.

The project as it stands before the membership of the Catholic college and seminary,

At the end of the voting session, the number of votes cast for the approval of the project is said to have been 17,465.

The Pallottine Father, Michael Mottier, has been named the new bishop of the diocese.

The Catholic Church in Haiti has expressed its joy at the decision of the council in favor of the project.

Man of Manual—Steinmetz wrote: "The Church is a man of manual labor. It is a man whose hands work to build the Church. It is a man whose feet walk the streets to preach the Gospel. It is a man whose heart is filled with love for all men."
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VATICAN CITY (CNS)—In a doctrine that Holy Father brought to a dramatic climax in his bull of March 11, the Pope again flexed the muscles of the Church’s authority in a struggle that could have far-reaching implications in the future. The bull, Exsurge Domine, is the latest of a string of the pontiff’s measures that might be seen as an attempt to assert his authority over religious matters and to force concessions from the authorities of the Holy See.

In a historic speech, the Pope declared that the Church’s right to legislate must be maintained and that the fight to protect the Church’s autonomy and independence from the state must be continued.

On May 11, the Pope, in a decision that startled many observers, declared that the Church’s right to legislate must be maintained and that the fight to protect the Church’s autonomy and independence from the state must be continued.
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Priests Pledge Masses

Family Spiritual Treasury

NEWARK, — North Jersey priests will be offering special Masses for the下雨 of the area in their parishes on a voluntary basis, it was revealed yesterday at the monthly meeting of the North Jersey Priests' Conference here.

The meeting was held at the church of the Holy Family in Bloomfield last night. Rev. Msgr. William U. Kinsey, S.T.D., was the principal speaker. His topic was "The Family Life in Our Country." The latter refers that the faith and the life of the family will be the relief to the "plague of the divorce."

FATHERS REFUSED Family Spiritual Treasury Masses
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THE SUPREME ART OF THE WORLD, the art of the Renaissance, unfolds before the people of New Jersey at Bamberger's in a holiday exhibit dedicated to Christmas, 1962. We invite you to view and contemplate originals and splendid reproductions of paintings, sculptures and other Renaissance images born nearly 500 years ago in the great reawakening of man's mind and soul. For the inspiration of humanity's deepest search for truth and beauty is, we believe, the only enduring gift of worth in the world. We bring you mankind's most beautiful achievements at the most beautiful time of year, Christmas, as Bamberger's gift to the holiday season in our state. As you visit the Gallery of Renaissance Art in your nearest Bamberger store, we wish you the noblest of Christmas joys, the blessing of man's love for man.

A RENAISSANCE CHRISTMAS
AT BAMBERGER'S, 1962
This Christmas holiday, Bamberger's brings you the aesthetic splendor and spiritual power of Michelangelo's masterpiece, the Sistine Chapel, with Life Magazine's 40-foot illuminated color transparency reproduction of the great ceiling, now at our Newark store. We invite you to view and contemplate humanity's most hallowed frescoes created over 400 years ago, 343 magnificent figures illustrating in scene after scene the Creation, the Fall of Man and the Flood. Your eyes will behold this most beautiful monument to faith in the Gallery of Renaissance Art on our fifth floor each day of our Renaissance Christmas.
...to dwell in the house of the Lord all the days of my life.

Sister says, "Use the Maryknoll Missal."

...and the world will be his..."
In Love With Death

"I'll always be a little in love with death," wrote O'Neill, whose plays are a testament to the power of love and death to transform us. In this passage, O'Neill describes the depth of his love for death, as well as the frustrations it brings. He also mentions the need for a new sense of the sacred in our modern world.

The Human Side

Offered little chance of realization in a life-setting for, she wonders if the praying proper to a fine magazine concert, holds the proper set of prayers to the proper Masses. But just possibly (somebody probably doesn't reflect on St. Edmond in London) as he left the hell very fast and you are alive, and the music, and the sun. And you belong to your father, to the proper God and his neighbor. A Long Journey's prosperous promise, I am here, not for all. It does find man considerably less than the angels.

No doubt, materialism, cynicism and other opponents of personal joy, exist, but just possibly (somebody probably don't reflect on St. Edmond in London) as he left the hell very fast and you are alive, and the music, and the sun. And you belong to your father, to the proper God and his neighbor. A Long Journey's prosperous promise, I am here, not for all. It does find man considerably less than the angels.

The Capital and the Hall

Americanism at all levels are becoming culture control. A new phase in our country's history is beginning. There will be varied reactions to this change from every segment of our society. Public interest will be greatly affected by the new phase, which is described in the article. Both Catholic and non-Catholic are interested in the new phase. It is the current issue of The Advocate.

Immaculate Conception Novena

There are several novenas in honor of Mary, and one of them is the Immaculate Conception. This novena is prayed in the month of November, and it is associated with the Feast of the Immaculate Conception. The novena is a special time for prayer and reflection on the mystery of Mary's conception without stain. It is a time to meditate on her holiness and dedication to God.

It's Your Library

It is not to be denied that all community services are for the community, and that is for the use of the community. This is the guiding principle of the Public Library. In this community, the public library is used by all members of the community. It is for the use of the community, and the community is the full group of people who use the library.

The Library in this community fulfills a variety of needs. It is for the use of the community, and the community is the full group of people who use the library.

Since this is so, the community library should be as useful as possible to the community of Catholics as they are for all other segments of the community. It should be equally useful to the community of Catholics as it is to the other community of non-Catholics.

By and large, libraries are aware of the needs of the community, and they serve the needs of the community. They serve the needs of the Catholic community in the same manner as they serve the needs of the non-Catholic community.

November Intentionals

The November intentionals are as follows:

1. That the Novena to the Immaculate Conception be continued with the gift of special help in need and for the protection of our Holy Mother.
2. That the Novena be continued with the gift of special help in need and for the protection of our Holy Mother.
3. That the Novena be continued with the gift of special help in need and for the protection of our Holy Mother.
4. That the Novena be continued with the gift of special help in need and for the protection of our Holy Mother.

For Vocations

The Advocate is a periodical which aims to promote vocations to the religious life. It is published monthly and is available for purchase. The Advocate is published by the Congregation of the Holy Cross, and it is distributed through the Congregation's publishing house. It is available for purchase online and through local religious communities.

The Question Box

How ‘Sophisticated’ Are Our Weapons?

Rev. Leo Flaherty, C.S.C., and Rev. Robert Hopp, S.T.D., of Theological Seminary, Collegeville, Kansas, N.Y., are authors of The Question Box. Questions are welcome to be submitted to The Advocate.

Can a microwave attack be made on a plane?

This question is based on a recent article in the New York Times about a possible attack on a plane with a microwave weapon. The question is about the feasibility of such an attack.

As it turns out, it is quite possible to create a microwave weapon. However, it is not possible to create a weapon that would be able to penetrate the plane's metal skin and cause damage to the passengers and crew.

Therefore, the original question is not valid, and the answer to the question is yes.
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Population Percentage Down

CINCINNATI (NC) — Catholics throughout the world total nearly 382,288,088, about 18.2% of the global population, according to the 1986 World Catholic Population Study of the American Catholic Institute.

According to the study, the U.S. Catholic population total is 36.3 million and the U.S. and U.S. territories (except Alaska) have 31.8 million Catholics.

Other regions noted in the study's indications include the following:

Western Europe, the world's largest Catholic region, has an estimated population of 38.5 million.

The study also noted that the Catholic population in America is expected to decline by 6% by the year 2000.

Medical Talks

At St. Michael's

Dr. Paul G. Anthony, Jr., dean of the medical school at St. Michael's College, will be the guest speaker at the medical school's annual seminar on the topic of "Surgical Education in the Seventies." The seminar will be held on Friday, May 1, at 8:30 a.m., in the medical school's Crotty Hall.

The seminar will feature two guest speakers, Dr. Paul G. Anthony, Jr., and Dr. J. Michael Hildreth, both of whom have extensive experience in surgical education.

The seminar is open to all members of the medical school faculty and students, as well as to the general public.

The seminar will be held in the medical school's Crotty Hall, which is located on the first floor of the medical school.

Do you have a music

2160 Main S., Wyckoff

207-539-6919

YOUR SAVINGS EARN PER ANNUM

Open a Marcus Saver's Account to earn 11.75% interest! Call 207-744-0444

New Jersey's Highest on Insured Savings

WYCKOFF SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION, MAIN OFFICE

292 Main S., Wyckoff

TJ-1000

Jaier Hurst

69 E. Broadway

317-5969

E. Main S.

New Jersey's Highest 11.75% on Insured Savings

Saving for Christmas!

Just in Time for Christmas!

Looking for a Christmas gift extraordinaire? You can't find it at Cornell's, chances are you won't find it anywhere. Take sweaters as an example:

At Cornell's, the styles and colors sparkle with a rainbow of colors in sweaters for boys and girls.

Glores, nappies and wool-and-mohair blends make them warmer, warmer.

Style? You name it, we've got it. Basic cardigan and slipover, boosie with embroidered trim, authentic ski and skating sweaters, multicolored, hand-woven, turtleneck, zipper-crow cardiags, tennis sweater, shetlands, Norwegian jaunpards... and many more.

Here's the right sizes, right-price lineup:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Length</th>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6X</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>Red</td>
<td>$2.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7/8</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>Blue</td>
<td>$2.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9/10</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>Yellow</td>
<td>$2.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11/12</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>Gray</td>
<td>$2.98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

And for the ultimate, one-of-a-kind, handmade garments for your children, hand-woven sweaters from the world-famous T. N. Miller Company of Scotland.

Just in Time for Christmas!

For your Christmas gift, you can't find it anywhere.

...And gift certificates in any denominations!
Prayers Bridge the Wall in Divided Berlin

BERLIN (CNS) — The wall dividing the city of Berlin has been breached by thousands of people Sunday night and Monday morning, who poured through checkpoints to mark a memorial service. The wall is said to be the symbol of division between East and West Germany.

The Memorial Service was held in East Berlin, where the wall has stood for almost 20 years. It was attended by hundreds of people who wanted to express their solidarity with the people of the West.

The wall was built in 1961 after a failed uprising against the government. It has become a symbol of division between East and West Germany.

The service was attended by thousands of people who poured through checkpoints to mark the occasion.

The wall is said to be the symbol of division between East and West Germany.
Name Added to Mass

Family Life Spur Seen
In Ruling on St. Joseph

WASHINGTON (CNS) — One of the recent few acts adding a name on St. Joseph's念 to the Roman Catholic church in the United States is being considered by thecuria.

In the case of the Mass will give "tension" to the church in the United States, the new ruling will be considered by the Vatican. According to the report, the new ruling will be considered by the Vatican.

The ruling is the latest in a series of efforts to clarify the church's position on the issue of abortion. The Vatican has previously stated that the church regards abortion as a grave moral evil.

The new ruling is expected to be issued later this year. The Vatican has been under pressure to clarify its position on the issue of abortion, which is a sensitive topic in many countries, including the United States.

The Vatican has previously stated that it regards abortion as a grave moral evil, and the new ruling is expected to reflect this position.
The Way We Learn Our Prayers

There's a New World Coming
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Sistine Ceiling Reproduced in Exhibit

Renaissance Treasures - Sections of a page of a Renaissance masterpiece were made available this month for the first time in this country, the Sistine Ceiling exhibit in the National Gallery of Art is an unprecedented and unique collection of some of Michelangelo's most famous works. The exhibit is part of the Wright Auditorium building's long-term plan to bring the arts to the public through the opening of a museum of art and history. It is a continuation of the National Gallery of Art's efforts to make art accessible to all Americans. The exhibit features 40 works of art, including paintings, drawings, and sculptures, ranging from the 14th to the 20th centuries. The exhibit is expected to attract thousands of visitors, who will have the opportunity to see some of the most famous works of art in the world. The exhibit will be open until December 31, 2023.
Thanksgiving Victories for Young Advocates

By JUNE WATT

We have a wonderful Thanksgiving program planned for our Young Advocates. The Y.A. club will meet at 7 p.m. to sing our favorite songs and to pray for God’s blessing upon all of our efforts. All members and friends are invited to join us. We will also be serving a delicious meal prepared by our talented Y.A. chefs. It is sure to be a memorable evening of fellowship and gratitude. See you there!

Paramus Cops Spelling Bee

Four LEAMS - Virginia Lee of Our Lady of the Visitation, Paramus, was first place winner at the recent Bergen County Spelling Bee. She was joined by classroom mates Mary Faith, the second place winner, and Lorna, who tied for third. They were followed by the Paramus Regional High School band, which took fourth place. Congratulations to all!

ChurCh Stamps - The winged man is a Saint Matthew. Inscription, a prayer for the glory of Jesus in his human nature.

Save with SAFETY and PROFIT

Higher Dividends Now 4 1/4% for period beginning Oct. 1, 1933

Mohawk SAVINGS and Loan Association

20 Commerence Street, Paramus, N.J.

Annnouncing! The ALL-NEW SAINT ANDREW MISSALS

New in Our Modern Art Unique edition was designed for the above Saint Andrew Missals. The famous engravings are by our own talented artists. The Missals are available in two sizes: 3" x 5" and 3.5" x 5.5". Make them a part of your home altar today!

Traditional as the CHRI 1940

Our Modern Art edition of the 1940 Missal was designed by our own talented artists. The famous engravings are by our own talented artists. The Missals are available in two sizes: 3" x 5" and 3.5" x 5.5". Make them a part of your home altar today!

ALWAYS LOTS OF HOT WATER

With A GAS WATER HEATER

...and at every other faucet in the house — because hot water is supplied by the right size automatic gas water heater! An automatic gas water heater guarantees you hot water 24 hours a day ... but to have you enough for the whole family, choose a gas water heater that's big enough! Average families need at least 40-gallon gas water heaters!

PUBLIC SERVICE ELECTRIC AND GAS COMPANY

Homeowners nearest of a public water heater
New Jersey Poor Clares Go to Bolivia

Sister Addresses

Lutheran Meeting

New York (N.Y.) — A Colobin meeting was held at the Union Lutheran Women's Mission in New York on March 1, 1954. Sister M. Emmerald, director of the Women's Mission, presided at the meeting. The meeting was attended by a large number of women from various Parts of New York City. The meeting was held in the auditorium of the Union Lutheran Women's Mission in New York City.

Immaculata Has President-Student

Washington (N.C.) — Sister Veronica Herd, a member of the Order ofPitchforks, was appointed president of Immaculata College in Washington, D.C. on March 1, 1954. She has been a member of the college for many years and is well known for her dedication to the college. She has played a vital role in the development of the college's programs and has been a strong advocate for the college's mission.

Bayonne Club

Elects Officers

BAYONNE (N.J.) — The Bayonne Club, a non-profit organization, elected new officers for the upcoming year on March 1, 1954. The new officers include: President, Mrs. Thomas S. Griffo; Vice-President, Mrs. John W. Smith; Secretary, Mrs. William J. Loughlin; and Treasurer, Mrs. John W. Smith. The club, founded in 1924, is dedicated to promoting the local community and providing opportunities for its members to engage in various activities.
Rain Shuffles Grid Schedule

JERSEY CITY — Rain and snow hit Hard-rocking of the Hudson County CYO Football League schedule, shifting the end of the season to the weekend of Dec. 6-7. St. Marks' Bob Pozzi (Mead's playwright and CYO Gridiron All-Stars) successfully

Tribute from Youth

Rev. William J. Logan, O.F. M., Convent's director of religious education, and St. Martin's library director, paid a visit to the CYO Gridiron game last Saturday. St. Mark's Bob Pozzi (Mead's playwright and CYO Gridiron All-Stars) successfully

Vacation Notes

A Second Threat To Vacations

By MRS. WILLIAM F. PERNER

He came from a rather wealthy, politically influential family; he was a very generous man, with a large fortune. His last letter to Hill was dated July 1, 1936. It was written in French and contained a request for financial assistance. He explained that he needed money to support his family and pay off some debts. His letter was addressed to Mr. Hill, to whom he owed a large sum of money.

Lacordaire Wins Honor With Council

In 1842, at the age of 26, Lacordaire was elected as a member of the French National Assembly. In 1843, he was elected as a member of the French Senate. In 1844, he was elected as a member of the French Academy.

Seven Senators and Representatives were present at the meeting with Senator Hill, and the two foreign observers. Lacordaire was introduced by Senator Hill, and he received a standing ovation from the assembled members.

Leagues to Open

BOYSENBERRY (Ridgewood) opened their season in Pompton Lakes yesterday with a 23-0 victory over Pompton Lakes.

Apology for Vacations

Newark Archdiocese CYO announced yesterday afternoon that it will not hold any major events during the Christmas vacation period. The Archdiocese explained that it was concerned about the impact these events would have on parents and children, and that it wanted to ensure that everyone had a safe and happy holiday.

Deadline Set for Hobby Show

The Hobby Show at the Y.M.C.A. in New York City is scheduled for November 21st. The show will feature a variety of hobby-related items, including model trains, dolls, and antiques.

JESUIT BROTHERS

For the benefit of a school in Peru, the Jesuit Brothers of the Holy Family, in Peru, are planning a hobby show at the Y.M.C.A. in New York City on November 21st. The proceeds will go to support the school in Peru.

CGO: THE CHURCH'S CHARGE TO PRAY

The Catholic Men's Guild in New York City is planning a prayer service for the benefit of the school in Peru. The service will be held on November 21st at the Y.M.C.A. in New York City.

The Christian Church to Join Forces for Youth

The Christian Church is planning to join forces with other Christian organizations to support youth programs in Ireland. The church is reaching out to other religious groups and community leaders to join in this effort.
Fafabury Leads Selections on NJCTC All-Star Harder Squad

sh Swimmers Set 13 Meets

SH Swimmers Set 13 Meets

FOllow this link to view the full article:

This link directs to the article in its entirety, providing comprehensive content related to the topic.
Pope Congratulates Algeria

Pope News Service

Following is the text of the radio message sent by Pope John XXIII as President of the Catholic Action, on the occasion of the liberation of independent Algeria:

"May God bless this great nation of Algeria! May the Lord bless you all!" said Pope Benedict XVI in his weekly audience in the Vatican City.

Pope Benedict XVI today expressed his wishes for the success and stability of the new government of Algeria.

"We must pray that the new government of Algeria will be successful and will bring stability and peace to this country," the Pope said.

Pope Benedict XVI also praised the role of the Catholic Church in the country, saying that it has always been a source of stability and hope.

"The Church has always been a source of hope and stability in Algeria. We must pray that it will continue to be so," the Pope said.

The Pope also urged the government to work towards the promotion of peace and understanding.

"We must work towards the promotion of peace and understanding in Algeria. We must pray that the government will work towards this goal," the Pope said.

The Pope's message was welcomed by the Algerian government, which expressed its gratitude for the support of the Vatican.

"We thank the Vatican for its support and welcome the message of the Pope," said the Algerian government.

Pope Benedict XVI's message was also welcomed by Pope John XXIII, who expressed his hope for the success of the new government of Algeria.

"I hope that the new government of Algeria will succeed and bring stability and peace to this country," said Pope John XXIII.

Pope John XXIII also praised the role of the Catholic Church in the country, saying that it has always been a source of stability and hope.

"The Church has always been a source of hope and stability in Algeria. We must pray that it will continue to be so," said Pope John XXIII.
Jerseyman's Idea

The First Nation-Wide Thanksgiving Day

BY JOHN V. CUNNINGHAM

Concerning Elia's location of Elizabeth mentioned off Il]

**GODFREY YEAR** — Hugh James A. Hughes, editor, congratulates Rev. Pontius loca
sed by the first Thanksgiving, which was celebrated in 1621. In fact, the first

**THE ADVOCATE**

**November 22, 1963**

THE FIRE OF GREAT DUTY

BY ROBERT BRIDGES

Brooklyn Archdiocese's resolution carried

over the arguments of "right" and "wrong" and the separation of Church and State, President

Washington proclaimed "Thanksgiving Day" a

Day of national observance, to be celebrated on the fourth Thursday of November. President

Washington's proclamation stated: "The President, by virtue of power and authority,

called into existence the Great Society and the Constitution.

A Wedding Reception

PLAZA HOTEL

Father Doctor's 75th Birthday at 7:30 PM. Dinner, dancing, entertainment.

Mail orders filled

397 MAYSLEY STAT, NEWARK

Phone Number: 2-6284

The Horase-Throated Babbler

Tuck, tuck, tuck—this bird's call is what we've heard over the years. But the

Newark News has not heard this bird call before now. It has been heard

with the effects it already has produced.

Taylor argued that thank-

giving was a religious matter:

"As such, it is prescribed in the Bible for all churches and religious

organizations to observe Thanksgiving Day."

He also pointed out the

importance of the holiday.

The Newark News, which was

founded in 1963, celebrated its first

Thanksgiving Day with a special issue.

St. Rocco's, Union City, 50 Years of Service

UNION CITY — Fifty years of service to the Italian community of this city was celebrated

recently at the annual dinner of St. Rocco's Church. The event was capped by the presentation

of a check for $200,000 to the Italian National Federation.

The dinner was held at the Italian Cultural Center in Union City.

School Expert Sees A 'Year of Crisis'

M.I.A.: President of the American Association of School Administrators, A. R. Bell, has
defined the coming school year as a "year of crisis." He said that the problems facing

educators are "complex and formidable." He added that the "year of crisis" is

characterized by a "feeling of helplessness." He predicted that the "year of crisis"

will be marked by "a feeling of uncertainty." He said that the "year of crisis"

will be characterized by a "feeling of uncertainty." He said that the "year of crisis"

will be marked by "a feeling of uncertainty." He said that the "year of crisis"

will be characterized by a "feeling of uncertainty." He said that the "year of crisis"

will be marked by "a feeling of uncertainty."
We Give Thee Thanks...

For life itself, O Lord, and Grace to live it true
For love and health and friends, and Peace we find in You
For rain and sun and laughter, for goodness and truth
For sky and earth and prayer, for wisdom and youth
For every good and holy thing of earth and heaven too
And for the very voice we use in giving thanks to You.